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Drive brand engagement on
social media
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In social media, the
mission of brand is not to
increase your own
exposure or one-way
message communication
to audiences, but to
create your story with
targets to build your social
connection with them.

Why we say so?

1. The nature, and the biggest differentiator, of social media lies in SOCIAL, instead of
MEDIA. Therefore, the interaction with consumers is the key.
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2. As in real life, the interaction should be authentic, sincere and engaging, instead of
the mode of “TALK – LISTEN”, even though it takes place on a virtual platform.
3. Consumers get tired of preach from brands by passively receiving their message. They
want to play a role in their brand communication. Social media makes it possible.
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How to drive brand engagement on social media?

1. Crystalize your brand image and build
clear personality to the image.
The brand can be a person, a mascot, but not a
celebrity. It is not necessarily to copy its offline
images (though should not contradict to it). It can be
a bit more complex, a bit more emotional, with his/
her own values, etc. All in all, it should be like a
person/ animal/ whatever that people want to
interact with.
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Case: Durex’s Dudu
Durex calls itself as Dudu on Weibo (microblog)
and uses this character to interact with its fans.
The personalities of Dudu are fun, clever,
adorable yet sensitive. With this nickname,
Durex’s images get much more vivid and
approachable.
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Case: 7-Eleven on facebook
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The personality of 7-Eleven Hong Kong is more like a friend. Although they promotes their sale and
products on the fan page, they interact and communicate with Facebook users by initiating some
hot topics of the day, as if the brand lives with consumers all the time. E.g. they will ask Facebook
users to wear more clothes and take care when the weather is very cold.

2. Leave a role to the
consumers in your
social media campaign.
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Consumers are not only the
audiences to watch your
performance. Instead, they can
design/ affect the storyline and
be a role there. Only in this way
would they be willing to spread
your campaign.

Case: BMW Co-creation Lab
BMW creates a minisite that allows people to
contribute to its current projects. People can
share their ideas and opinions on future’s car on
this website to inspire the car manufacturer.
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https://www.bmwgroup-cocreationlab.com/

Case: Coca-cola CNY campaign
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Coca Cola China launched an activity just
before the Chinese New Year 2011 about
sharing good wishes of the new year.
What people did was to create
customized “Coke Wish Bottles” on social
network websites (Sina Weibo, Renren &
Kaisin) and mobile platforms and then
share their wishes with others. This
campaign also went viral in Weibo with
the promotion of celebrities and famous
people.
This campaign results was impressive
with nearly 7 million people participated
in the activities and about 0.8 millions
retweeting via Weibo.
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Case: Nike #makeitcount#
Nike rolled out its first social loyalty program to create stronger bonding with the youngsters in Hong Kong. Each
participant can earn points by posting on the Facebook with the #makeitcount hashtag after completion of a
number of “missions” ranging from sporting to other outdoor activities. The accumulated points can be used to
redeem “rewards” for Nike products or joining sporting events.
This campaign will run till end of 2012. Since March, more than 20,000 users have signed up and over 70,000
missions have been completed.
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Case: Cow&Gate Mother’s Day campaign
Cow & Gate HK launched a Mother’s Day campaign in 2012. Moms were invited to submit a photo with their
babies and upload to the Facebook app for voting. The winners would be invited to participate the shooting of a
new TVC of Cow & Gate.
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Besides, the brand also initiate some topics to engage theie Facebook users. For instance, they have asked moms
to share the top 3 memorable things in 2012, what were the food that you were most addicted to when you
were pregnant, where are “baby-friendly” places in HK etc. All these were relevant to moms and mom-to-be
that attracted moms’ attention to respond and interact on the fan page.
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3. The theme of story/ online campaign should talk about your
target’s real life, dreams and tensions.
It’s not your brand or product story, although your product can plays a hidden and supporting
role there. Must differentiate your social media campaign from TV commercials or other offline
promotions.

Case: Tide’s “little happiness within reach”
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P&G shoots a micromovie for its washing
liquid brand Tide. The
eight-minute long movie
expresses a key idea of
“little happiness is within
your reach”. It receives
strong echo from
audiences who are
experiencing a hectic
lifestyle. In this movie,
the brand Tide only
appears in a subtle way.

http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XNDcyNTE2MzQ4.html

Case: BUPA’s “health tips” on facebook
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BUPA’s image on Facebook is more on promoting healthy lifestyle, instead of focusing on their products - medical
insurance. On their fan page, there are many “health secrets or tips” from time to time to share to Facebook
users, e.g. when is the best time of drinking water in a day, the history of Basil, etc.
Recently, BUPA launched a campaign that they invited two famous cooks in HK to design some herb recipes. The
dishes were distributed freely in some occasions. Facebook users can vote their Favourite Healthy Recipe and
have a chance to win an iPhone 5.

4. Be sensitive on the emerging hot topics on social media and capture the right
moment to show your brand’s participation.
By leveraging hot topics/ events, brand shows its sensitivity on latest marketing buzz and shares the same interest
point as its audiences. It utilizes the event’s impact whilst increasing bonding with its fans.
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Case: BMW Doomsday print advert
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BMW published a print
advert on its official
weibo site on “2012
Mayan doomsday” –
Doomsday? Don’t fear,
and Don’t care. It was
one of the most
forwarded and
commented microblogs
in its weibo site.

Case: Durex viral weibo on Beijing raining day
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On a heavy raining day in Beijing this
summer, a Weibo user posted a funny
and quirky microblog with using Durex
condoms to protect his shoes from the
rain. Durex forwarded this weibo and,
in 24 hours, it was “retweeted” more
than 80000 times and more than 7000
of its followers replied.

Case: Nike’s Olympic adverts
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Nike rolled out the “Find Your
Greatness” campaign around
Olympics in China, adding localized
twist to the communication messages
in its Weibo page to support many of
China's star Olympic athletes, no
matter they won the gold medals or
not.
Not only the Nike’s authentic copies
but also the mere featuring this
“Greatness” idea were widely
forwarded on social media.

Summary: 4 tips to drive brand engagement
on social media
1. Personal touch
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2. Provide a stage to play
3. Empathy and care
4. Inspirations on daily life

• Undoubtedly social media brings brands rich opportunities to engage itself with
consumers. However, we see some of the brands are still adopting traditional
(mostly offline) marketing approaches in social media. The game is changing!
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• In this presentation, we emphasized the AUTHENTICITY of a brand to engage with
its targets on social media, from brand images and roles to the daily interaction
and campaign core ideas.
• NuanceTree believes in OPPORTUNITIES IN EXPRESSIONS. A brand should be
sensitive to consumers’ life expressions, immerse itself into broad cultural
expression. Only in this way can a brand express itself truly and effectively to
people.

For more information on NuanceTree, please
visit our website:
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www.nuancetree.com

